
Dennison, a big bear of a guy and @ spitable as all get-out, is, with his wife 
Nancy, known by one and all in our car 
collector and vintage racing worlds. 
The Dennison shop-a 15,000 sq. ft. 
complex of restoration, fabrication and 
tuner bays-is in Puyallup, Washington, 
a town just east of Tacoma celebrated for 
its daffodils. I recently found my way to 
it on a rainy Monday morning, parked 
my sporty Range Rover press vehicle, 
and went inside. 

Wearing his trademark work apron, 
Dennison looks like what he is-a 
vintage shop owner and guru you go to 
when you want the best. He cut his teeth on "What we preach in our shop," Dennison 
midget racers, crewed with Mario Andretti's tells me, beginning a tour of the place, "is we 
Newman-Hass factory Lola, and mastered the want our race cars to go fast, but this is for fun, 
art of vintage car restoration and tuning too. It's vintage racing. This isn't about a 
alongside Pete Lovely before branching into his paycheck you get on Sunday night. It's for 
own Dennison International Motorsports enjoyment of the car, and I don't want anybody 
business where he is today at the top of his field. hurt in one of my race cars." -- - crack-checking is one way to help keep them 

safe. Suspension inspection and repair is '3 another. Says Dennison, "It costs a fortune to go 
to these races by the time they fly there and we 
haul the cars, so we try to make sure the car is 
prepared correctly We check the brakes every k ~~~ . . time to know they haven't worn down, or if 

. . u ing a ma@ something has gone awry. We'll pop the top off 
. 8  - Kevin Fmkll the transmission to see if something is trying to 

, ives Out the eat itself up. A few of these are alcohol cars, so 
wer shaft on we drain all the fluids out and then put fresh in. 

Alcohol tends to eat the aluminum and 
magnesium if it sits in there. It's a process each 
time we run a car. Once customers and drivers 
understand that, it's not too bad to take care of." 

We've stopped at a 1935 ERA owned and 
vintage raced by Greg Whitten, the same alcohol 
GP car called "Romulus" driven in period by 
Siam's Prince Bira. Mechanic Mike Velsher, 
working on the single SU carburetor that feeds 
the car's supercharger, explains how this SU's 
distinctive twin bowls supply additional fuel 

I 
flow under hard throttle in the ERA's blown 
induction system that can spool up 23 pounds 
of boost. "Alfas," says Dennison, comparing 
blowers, "make 14 to 15 PSI." Such is the extra 
punch with the ERA's 76-year old inline-6 
double "underhead cam engine that keenly puts 
185 horses to pavement. This, along with its 
sister ERA, "Remus," is one of the most famous 
of all race cars. 

Another jewel of note that just got a new 
gearbox and ring and pinions sits on axle jacks 
only a few feet away-the Alfa Romeo Tipo B 
"P3" in which Tazio Nuvolari brilliantly pulled 
off his upset win over Germany's best in the 

a 250 Ferrari 
gearbox. 
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Recognized for its award-winning 
restoration work and heritage of 
racing vintage automobiles, this 

leading edge company's motto is 
"Quality that Goes." 
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delicate weld on a '73 245 GTS 
Ferrari Dino's nose. -,, 
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Mfke Velsher adjusts the ; 
on the '35 "Romulus" ER# 
background is a '60 Facel vega. 

Nurburging's 1935 Grosser Preis von 
Deutschland-a car now owned and 
astutely raced in vintage by Jon Shirley. 
Whitten and Shirley, sharing top-level 
Microsoft fame, trust their various costly 
cars to the diverse services of Dennison 
International. Restored ground-up here, 
Shirley's Alfa 8C2900B, winner of the first 
Watkins Glen race in 1948, took Best In 
Show at the Pebble Beach Concours 
d'Elegance in 2008, joining many classic 
Dennison examples. 

Moving on with Butch, we take in a 
gamut of other cars in the shop--a Ferrari 
275 +-cam from Hawaii, a local enthusiast's 
Facel Vega, a Dennison pal's Triumph TR6, 
two Ferrari BBLMs, a pair of Lotus 26Rs, 
Terry Larson's Model A Ford Sprinter, 
Shirley's 3005 Maserati, Whitten's GTO 
and Lightweight E-Type Jaguar, John 
Dimmer's ex-Jaclae Stewart Tyrrell F1 that 
arrived here in boxes, and Erickson 
Shirley's Ferrari 500 Mondial, previously 
owned and raced by his father. Another of 
Erickson's race cars is here, also, the Lister 
originally owned by my father. And then 
there is a gorgeous Italian wooden boat, the 
27-ft Riva Tritone "Perlita Too" from 1953 
for which Dennison is doing metal 
restoration on this Canadian rebuilt hull #3 
fast yacht tender powered by a 35Ohp 
Scripps flathead V12. 

"The boat's owner, James Ferris," says 
Dennison, "wants everything exactly right 
on it, just like a Pebble Beach project, so 
that's why we got the work. The guys here 
enjoy it, it's different. But it's still the 
same-it's fitting things and making things 
right. It opens another avenue for the shop, 
that we can do anything for people. - 
Whatever you want, we'll do it. If it needs 
repair, we can take care of it because we 
know the Drocess, It's nice to be able to 
work on tkngs where the primary issue is 
to make it right, not how much is it going 
to cost. We have a great group of clients 
that just want their things right." 

Back from the boat bay, we come to 
Dennison's engine shop, where Vinay 
Nelson, assisted by James Thompson, does 
his brand of motor magic. Says Dennison, 
"We do a lot of 250 engines for Ferraris. 
We end up rebuilding engines that nobody 
else wants to, it seems. When they're 
finished, they're dynoed and put out good 
horsepower and people like them. Vinay is 
as sharp with this i s  anybody I've ever 
seen. He's worked with me since 1993, 
starting when this was Pete Lovely's." 

There's a spare 250 GTO mill going 
together for Jon Shirley, and a Ferrari 
California Spyder motor that'll be in 
Dennison International's Pebble Beach car 
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for 2012. Right now, that V12 looks 
dismal, but it'll get a complete rebuild, 
internal and cosmetic. There's also a spare 
Ferrari Tour de France engine in the works, 
and Dennison has it on the books to do a 
complete ERA engine from scratch, and 
also ones for a Ferrari 512 and AC Bristol. 
"We do all the gearboxes and rear ends that 
go with those assemblies," he adds. 

Out in the gaping fabrication bay there's 
this-what?! Fire-engine red 1957 Cadillac 
Eldorado Biarritz! The car will be for Jon 
Shirley's wife Mary to drive in a ladies' rally 
around Italy in which car collectors' wives 
and friends participate. Mary's sister Carin 
and Butch's wife Nancy will ride in the big 
red convert that, after basic restoration by 
Classic Caddies in Canada, has been 
upgraded here at Dennison with disc 
brakes, electric wipers and seat belts, along 
with other new things where old stuff tends 
to fail after five decades. 

In the same bay, I watch Dennis Ford 
weld up new metal sections from sheet on 
a Ferrari Dino that suffered front end 
injury. Next to that is a Cobra that's on 
loan for reference in rebuilding a badly 
damaged original car. The loaner is used to 
copy details. "We know the value of these 
cars now," says Dennison, "and it's worth 
the time to get them exactly right." 

Nearby, the No. 25 Ferrari Mondial is in 
the throes of getting a new roll bar and 
motor, while the No. 99 VW-powered 
Midget racer next to it traces Butch and 
Nancy Dennison's romance-it was while 
working on this famous 1975 LTC Midget 

driven by Nancy's father that the two 
met and then married. Butch is putting it 
back together now with meticulous care, 
while the 200hp Hilborn fuel-injected VW 
Type 1 motor stands ready to drop into the 
750-pound car. 
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And then there's the mot1 cle that's 
joining bike-collector Denn~son's already 
impressive stable of two-wheelers. Butch 
bought the rusted 1972 Yamaha 500 single 
road racer from Dennison mechanic Eric 
DeTurk and is giving it new life now. 
"We're doing its body work to make it 
similar to a Kenny Roberts Replica that 
came out of that era," says Dennison. "It's a 
4-stroke big thumper!" 

What else? More than most might 
imagine! There's a little 1940s Midget 
V8-60 perched up on a shelf rack in a 
room called "The Dungeon" where you'll 
also uncover a legion of old Ducati singles 
that Dennison purchased from a recluse's 
forest barn. More Dinos, too. Along with 
Lola, Abarth, Titan, 356 Porsche, and a 
rolling road dynamometer. And, oh yes, the 
two behemoth Dennison International race 
car transporters fitted with hospitality 
amenities, a profitable and significant part 
of company assets. Nancy's paddock buffet 
spread is "delish." 

Dennison first got the idea about car 
transporters with comfort accessories back 
in his Indy car days when they filled those 
paddocks, the most remarkable being 
Roger Penske's. "I later saw it as a smaller 
operation that we might be able to copy 
and move into vintage," says Butch. "Plus, 
there's the camaraderie of it. At the race 
track we have a lot more fun with four or 
five drivers per truck kidding each other, 
talking about how they did out on the 
track and having a margarita at the end of 
day. That's what has made it so 
successful-that it's about fun!" -*%* 
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